Abstract. This paper investigates the optimal choosing of advertising mode under payment contracts analysis. Our questions address how supplier decision on advertising mode choice. Two types of payment contracts which related with advertising patterns are considered ----charge by clicks and charge by valid clicks, the former related with traditional advertising pattern and the latter related with Tureview pattern. By using a Stackelberg Game model, we analyse the optimal decision of supplier and advertising company. Our results indicate the optimal choice of supplier and network video company directly related to the unit profits of the products sold.
Introduction
Playing advertisement is one of the main profit ways for network video companies. The length of an advertisement is about 30 to 120 seconds usually. We can construct a principal-agent model for this phenomenon. The principal is an enterprise who need to expand his influence in market, he pays money to the network video company (we call her as agent), the latter plays advertisement in her video programs (free or chargeable) for principal's product. Consumers watch the video programs in website of network video company. Obviously, the consumers would be influenced by advertising and would buy the product from the principal with certain probability, which is the result that the principal expected. For simplification in some situation, the probability can be set as 1. The structure of the system is shown as figure 1. analyzed a double supply chain system, the supply chain consist of a manufacturer and two retailers. Amrouche Nawel and Yan Ruiliang(2017b) discovered the relationship between wholesale price and advertisement under information incentive.
The Model
In this section, we construct the mathematics model of the supply chain. Notations and decision variables used are listed in The unit advertising fee of traditional model Assumption 1, there are two types of advertising modes, Ture-view mode and traditional mode. Take a 60 seconds advertisement as an example, in traditional mode, the consumers have to wait for 60 seconds even though they have not any interest about the advertisement and relevant product, unless they close the whole video program. A consumer won't purchase the product after he watched uninteresting advertisement. But in ture-view mode, the consumers can select to close the advertisement after a five-second glance if they are not interested about it, the closing option has no effect on viewing of video program.
Assumption 2, when the consumer is interested about the advertisement, he will watch the whole advertisement. That process is called "an effective click". The supplier only needs to pay for the effective clicks.
Assumption 3, the daily watching number is set as a constant, but the number of effective clicks is effected by some factors, such as the quality of advertisement. Assumption 4, the quality of advertisement is effected by advertising fee from supplier, high quality advertisement led to more effective clicks.
The Model under the Traditional Advertising Pattern and Trueview Pattern
In traditional advertising model, the profit functions of the supplier and network video company can be formulated as following.
Using the backward sequential decision making approach, the optimal solution can be obtained as equation 2. 
Comparing and Analysis
We can compare and analysis two models by minus their profits and quality of advertisement. 
